Kinetic temperature effects on 4He dimers in jets.
The formation of dimers in a free jet cryogenic expansion of 4He gas has been studied by measuring mole fractions as a function of source temperature and pressure using diffraction from a nanostructured transmission grating. The data sets are limited to low source pressures for which dimers and trimers are the only appreciable cluster populations in the beam. The final cluster mole fractions are corrected for residual gas attenuation in the source chamber by an extrapolation over several residual gas pressures. A set of rate equations used to model the cluster formation in a free jet expansion has been extended to include the departure of the ambient translational temperature from the isentropic-equilibrium values as the density decreases with increasing distance. The effect of collisions in restoring the equilibrium temperature is treated with a relaxation time approximation. There are distinct distance ranges where the dimer and trimer mole fractions and the ambient temperature near their asymptotic values. The present modeling reproduces the apparent threshold observed at low source pressures for the survival of dimers in the asymptotic beam. Except for these low source pressures, there are only small changes relative to results based on the isentropic temperature.